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Letters to Editor

Fate of hair follicles in Abbe
flap
Sir,
Plastic surgeons have used the Abbe flap quite extensively
to replace the Philtrum and for reproduction of a central
fullness and pout in correction of secondary deformity
of bilateral cleft lip. In the normal lip, in males, there are
hair follicles pointing downwards, but when the flap turns
through 180° the hair follicles start pointing upwards.
This fact has been referred to in the text books. However,
whether gravity will help in changing the direction of
hair follicles is a question not answered anywhere in
the literature. Occasionally, in personal communications
some colleagues have asserted that it may not happen,
but none had a physical evidence to support the claim.
In a female patient and in patients who shave the
moustache this does not pose a problem, but this
question becomes relevant when dealing with patients
who wish to have a moustache for reasons, religious, and
otherwise. A review of literature did not reveal an answer
to this question.
Three years ago in our department, an Abbe flap was
done for a patient of bilateral cleft lip who was a resident
of Middle East and wanted to keep his moustache. This
patient turned up for follow-up after 3 years and the hair
follicles are maintaining their original direction and there
is a gross discrepancy in the hair follicles in the middle
and two sides of the upper lip which is quite obvious on
close inspection [Figure 1]. This however did not bother
the patient.

Figure 1: Showing the discrepancy in the direction of hair follicles in the Abbe
flap and the upper lip
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Nuclear crisis and plastic
surgery
Sir,
The problem of radiation exposure in nuclear crisis is
an interesting topic. In the present day, the effect of
Fukushima crisis on health is widely discussed, and
the topic in plastic surgery should also be mentioned.
There are few reports on this specific topic. Indeed,
plastic surgery is useful in reconstruction of severely
irradiated and burnt cases. Also, the problem of
nuclide exposure results in genetic alteration and
can lead to congenital anomalies in the second and
subsequent generations.[1] Exposure to radiation
of more than 10 cGy is known to induce genetic
alteration, which can lead to congenital disorders
such as cleft lip, cleft palate and hydronephrosis.[2]
Plastic surgery plays an important role in the surgical
correction of many conditions that have an increased
frequency in post-nuclear crisis situation (such as
hydronephrosis,[3] cleft lip[4] and cleft palate[4]). The
increased incidence of skin cancer in post irradiated
cases requires a special mention. Basal cell carcinoma
is reported as an important cancer in exposed subjects
and long-term follow-up for skin cancer development
is recommended in populations in contaminated
areas.[5] Plastic surgery also plays a role in the
management of such cancers.
A major concern is of the outcome of plastic surgery
in radiation exposed subjects. In the post-operative
phase there are more frequent complications because
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